VIDEO-AUDIO SEMINARS

One Day Workshop and Performance $300*

Description:

The Afternoon Workshop includes an examination of basic video synthesis and processing, audio-video signal exchange and modulation, audio-video composition, video-environmental presentations, studies in color and perception, and discussions.

The Evening Performance consists of an audio-video presentation demonstrating video environments and the wide range of audio and video effects achieved to date by the Vasulkas.

....................

Three Day to One Week Seminar $500-$700*

Description:

These seminars are designed to place the tools of electronic media -- video and audio -- within the reach of all participants. The workshop-seminar will begin by exploring basic methods of electronic image generation and processing and will progress to include certain aspects of these media such as colorizing and audio-video interface. Participants will be introduced to the basic elements of audio and video composition.

....................

* Travelling expenses not included. We provide the necessary specialized equipment for the video-audio workshops. It is necessary that you provide the necessary audio and video display systems.